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the weirdo on the mountain climb

There I was was racing up a mountain with many people with enormous Noun . It was in a foreign

country. One of the U.S.'s Noun was in control of that specific mountain. There was a(n) Noun

just in case there was an accident. I was getting a little bit nervous wondering if somebody might Verb

me. That was totally illegal and if someone did they'd probably have a word with Noun . I noticed i was

making good Noun and I was Adverb making it up the mountain. Mountain climbing can be an

extremely dangerous sport if you don't Noun from mountain climbing school. My Noun was a

long time ago and I was almost an expert at it. Everyone at that school would always Verb me and put

me down. I finally came out of my thoughts and saw a competitor down to my right who would just

Verb back and forth and just look lost. Finally he sat down, got out a piece of paper from his backpack

and wrote a title. I could see that he would often Verb and write something random. He finally finished

and i saw there was lots of Noun everywhere on the paper. Suddenly, he started running towards a rock

with what looked like Noun . He reached the rock screamed the insurance company name "

Adjective " at it and then made a Adjective decent down the mountain. I started to wonder on his

Noun down the mountain and suddenly realized maybe he wasn't a competitor. I started to

Verb down the mountain also, losing all my Noun to the top of the mountain. there was a

Adjective change in the weather and it started raining. I finally found him and called the police. They

found out he was a person who had disappeared into the mountains months ago and it was a miracle he was alive

. I may have lost the race but i saved a person's life.
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